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Iron fusible interfacing onto the back

of both fabric prints.

Trace an equal number of pattern pieces

on both prints. The number of pieces

needed is printed on each pattern

piece. Note if the piece needs to be

cut on fold. Cut out all pieces

pair up two of the three brim pieces, and sew right sides together

along one end. Press seam open. Sew remaining brim piece, right

sides together to each end of brim pieces, and complete the circle.

With Inner and Outer Fabrics

With right sides together line up seams on brim with seams on crown's

larger end. Pin and sew  around circumference. 

Pin crown's smaller end to top circle piece with right sides together

and sew around circumference. Lots of pins will help. Press seams open.  

You'll now have what looks like two hats, with right sides together,

put one side inside the other and mark a 2 inch space to leave open.  

Mark a 2-inch space along the brim to leave open for turning rightside

out. Sew a 3/8ths inch seam allowance around the wrong sides of brim.

Don't sew over the 2-inch opening.

Turn hat right side out. Be sure all seams are pushed out. Turn the 2-

inch opening inward and press. Press entire brim. Topstitch directly

around the edge of the brim. Optional, space out additional top

stitching rows 1/4inch apart inward toward the crown. The more top

stitching, the stiffer the brim will be.  Press entire hat. Ta-da! it's

now reversible!
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